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“Breath Mint Or Candy Mint”

It never fails to amaze me when, from
time to time, I hear one or the other of
these characterizations throughout the

years. Interestingly enough, this attribution is about equally
divided. It reminds me of that famous TV commercial in
which that all important debate rages: "Certs, is it a breath
mint, or is it candy mint?

You know the next line – “It’s two – two mints in one!”
So it is with SMART. There is so much evidence that

SMART serves the interests of both wiper and grader 
companies well and equally. Part of the reason is a conscious
attempt to do so. The other reason is that these two segments 
of our industry simply overlap in their interests and causes.

Wipers
Let's start with wipers. SMART has www.smartwipe.org

devoted to the discussion of wiping products and environ-
mental regulations. Executive Director Peter Mayberry 
is also INDA'S (nonwoven textile association's) Director 
of Government Affairs. Peter and SMART board member 
Larry Groipen have spent more than a decade pursuing 
equal treatment by EPA for our non-laundered wipers with
laundered shop towels.

Everyone attending one of our wiper chapter meetings in
the past few years has noticed Larry Groipen's spirited appeal
for donations to this cause and his successful collections of 
tens of thousands of dollars from both wiper dealers and used
clothing dealers who recognize the confluence of interests
between the two segments.

On our board of directors, (and this is not to leave anyone
out!) we have such wiping cloth stalwarts as Johnny Stewart of

U.S. Soft Wiping Cloth, Inc.; Hal Kanefsky of A&B Wiper
Supply, Inc.; Joe Gartland of The L.L. Clean Co./DBA Towels
by Doctor Joe; and Bill Wright of John R. Lyman Company.

Graders
Now to the graders. SMART has two regional meetings

scheduled each year in cities with high numbers of grading
companies. These Houston and Toronto meetings have become
very successful traditions drawing wiper dealers and used
clothing dealers alike.

SORT is the shipping association led by Eric Stubin of
TransAmericas and it has afforded our exporters the best 
overseas shipping rates available in this industry.

In the past year, SMART has handled press inquiries
concerning pieces by ABC news, the Atlanta Journal-
Constitution, and the Associated Press. SMART’s Director 
of Government Affairs, Jessica Franken, has spent many
hours on the Custom's issue, creating a template for members
to use when contacting their Congressional representatives.
As in the case of the EPA fight, members from both chapters
contributed to the Custom Fund.

When some East African countries attempted to raise
duties by 100% several years ago, SMART was credited with
helping to ameliorate the situation due to its contacts in the
Commerce Department. In fact, SMART will be formally
advocating its newly formulated position statement on open
markets and against bans when Jessica acts in her new capacity
as SMART'S Industry Trade Advisory (ITAC) representative.
ITAC is a unique public-private partnership jointly managed by
the U.S. Department of Commerce and the office of the United
States Trade Representative that engages business leaders in
formulating U.S. trade policy.

Used clothing graders are well represented on our board by
leaders such as Hassan Hamdani of Hamdani Textiles, Sunny
Hull of Mid-West Textiles Co., and Aquil Khandwala of
American Rags.
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Equality
I could spend hours citing the work SMART does on

behalf of both of these chapters. The simple explanation
for equality of treatment and allocation of resources is
really intrinsic to the fact that both segments actually do
have common interests. We need look no further than
Custom's misinterpretation of what is "worn clothing."
Considered a "grader's issue,” the problem had its most
recent impact on a member company in the wiper business
when their truckload of uncut wipers from Canada was
assessed a 32% duty because it was determined the 
clothing involved was 'wearable."

So, when the question arises, “Is SMART a wiper
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association or a used clothing dealer’s association, my
answer is the same as Certs was in that famous commercial
of a decade ago: “It’s two – two mints in one!”

Post-Producers
P.S. We will not leave out our members in new mill

ends, fibers and yarns. The Textile Fibers and By Products
Association has indicated an interest in affiliating with
SMART. This would revive our third chapter – Post
Producer Textile By-Products – which is currently dormant.

In this case, we can say "two is company, and three
(will definitely not) be a crowd!"

***


